INVITATION

Register Here

Indian Business Chamber of Luxembourg & Banque Degroof Luxembourg

online
www.ibcl.lu/events.php

Conference followed by networking cocktail

register@ibcl.lu

Thursday, March 27th, 2014 - 18.00 hours*

Fax: +352 445928

Venue: Banque Degroof Luxembourg SA, 12 Rue Eugène Ruppert
L-2453 Luxembourg

Event Sponsor

India’s Financial Sector - Challenges &
Opportunities for Luxembourg
Since the appointment of the new Government to the Reserve Bank of India, Indian
Financial Sector has undergone significant reforms to combat sinking growth while stroking
further inflation. In this environment, financial sector faces many challenges. The seminar
will clarify lessons to be learnt and discuss opportunities available.

IBCL Sponsors
Welcome note by Banque Degroof Luxembourg
Ms. Anjalika Bardalai
Ms. Bardalai is a senior analyst in Eurasia Group based in UK.
She focuses on India’s international relations, economic and
trade policies. Earlier at the Economist Intelligence Unit she was
responsible for producing flagship country reports and
forecasting country by country economic and political analysis.
Ms Bardalai has chaired and spoken at various conferences in
four continents and given numerous presentations to corporates.
In addition, she has appeared on media outlets including BBC,
CNN International, CNBC and so on.

Mr. Hubert Grignon Dumoulin
Hubert Grignon Dumoulin is member of the management board,
in charge of listing and trading activities of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange. In 1991, he joined the French securities
regulator (COB). Mr. Grignon Dumoulin was detached in 2000,
during four years, as a national expert in the unit in charge of
securities markets of the European Commission, Internal Market
Directorate. He joined the Luxembourg Stock Exchange in 2004
and was in charge for the implementation of the Luxembourg
law transposing the MiFID Directive.

*Registrations start at 18h00. Presentations from 18h30 to 20h00 followed by networking cocktail.
Entrance Fee: IBCL Members – Free. Non-members: 20,- € payable cash at the entrance
.
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